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Synthesis the finding of a pilot study in Chad in 2022

Using both parts of the MCC Land Records and Transaction Systems Technology Toolkit

COFLAS

To assess the spatial data acquisition methods and draw a vision for the maintenance of a robust spatial 

framework in Chad

Research Aim









MCC Land Records and Transaction Systems Technology Toolkit (LRTS) is a joint project of Land Equity International (LEI) 

and the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) and was developed to provide a framework for assessing and identifying 

appropriate technology investments specifically for land registration and transaction systems

It focuses on choosing the right level of technology, taking into account the legal and institutional context, existing state and 

implementation of technology and systems, and capacity and requirements for financing and financial sustainability in a 

given context. Once a technology decision has been made, planning, procurement and scoping modules are also part of the 

toolkit.

MCC LRTS



Both COFLAS and the LRTS Toolkit serve to improve land administration systems but differ slightly in their coverage and 

core area of focus.

The LRTS Toolkit is fundamentally an assessment and project design tool, incorporating key elements of COFLAS as 

individual tools to guide the assessments of potential costs and revenue from a land transaction system.

COFLAS, as the earlier piece of work, was intended as a tool for government staff to prepare prepare prosals for land 

administration system reform, and was not intended as a tool to decide the why or how of reform processes

MCC LRTS and COFLAS







Some assumptions that were made for the calculation

(1) each team works a maximum of 220 days per year

(2) (2) commercial suppliers offer quantity discounts for the 

purchase of large quantities of licences and antennas. The 

table above applies only the list price, average and 

anonymised, per unit times the number of teams with no 

discount possible

(3) for the same number of teams (not necessary if teams use 

their smartphone)



Enhancing the technical implementation of land administration systems in Chad within the frameworks of COFLAS and the LRTS Toolkit offers a structured approach to 

addressing some of the challenges

COFLAS, with its focus on cost-efficient and sustainable land administration services, provides a valuable guide for Chad in dealing with its infrastructure challenges

By using COFLAS to analyse the costs and benefits, Chad can make informed decisions on investing in such improvements

The LRTS Toolkit, on the other hand, offers a comprehensive approach towards technology selection and project design in land administration. Its principles can guide Chad in 

selecting appropriate technological solutions and designing projects that are also dealing with local challenges such as unreliable electricity and internet. The toolkit’s emphasis 

on sustainability and post-project viability is particularly relevant for Chad

Moreover, both COFLAS and the LRTS Toolkit emphasize the importance of stakeholder involvement and local capacity building. This aligns well with Chad's need to train local 

personnel in IT and system management, reducing reliance on external vendors and building a sustainable ecosystem for land administration

Main Findings
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